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NV-Link Final Conference:
Innovation to sustain High Nature Value: Who needs to do what?
Thursday 31 January 2019, CIHEAM-IAMM, Montpellier, France

Practical information
Registration: In order to better organize the event and your venue, please, do not forget to register
at: http://hnvlink.eu/activities/hnv-Link-conference/
Conference venue: The HNV-Link Final Conference will take place at the CIHEAM-IAMM’s premises:
CIHEAM IAM Montpellier
3191 route de Mende
34093 Montpellier cedex 5 - France
GPS coordinates: Latitude: 43.6484045 Longitude: 3.8645697

Working language English will be the main working language and a translation to French will be
provided during the HNV-Link Final Conference.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS TO MONTPELLIER, FRANCE
Transfers to/ from the CIHEAM-IAMM
From Montpellier Saint Roch train station
1- Take the blue tramway line 1, at Gare Saint-Roch station direction “Mosson”, up to stop ‘’SaintEloi” or “Université des Sciences et des Lettres” 
2- take the blue bus “Navette”, direction “Agropolis”, up to stop ‘’Lycée Frédéric Bazille’’, Arthur
Young street; and 
3- walk about 200 m on Route de Mende, along the Lycée Frédéric Bazille and you will find on your
left, the CIHEAM-IAMM at n°3191.
From Montpellier Sud de France train station
1- Take the shuttle from the Sud the France train Station to “Place de France” (Odysseum Shopping
Center) 
2- take the blue tramway line 1 direction “Mosson”, and follow the same instructions as above.
From Montpellier - Méditerranée airport
Take the shuttle from the airport to the city, up to the terminus ‘’Place de l’Europe’’, after that, take
the tramway blue line direction “Mosson” and follow the same instructions as above.
Shuttle timetable download: https://montpellierairport.com/fileadmin/PASSAGERS/ACCES/TRANSPORTS_PUBLICS/montpellier-mediterranee-airportshuttle-timetables-winter-2018-2019.pdf
Basically, you have a shuttle every hour; it takes about 15 minutes to reach “Place de l’Europe”. The
cost for a single ticket just for the shuttle is 1.60 €, and combined with the network Tramway-Bus
ticket is 2.60 €.
From the CIHEAM-IAMM to downtown
1- Take the bus n°22 outside the CIHEAM-IAMM campus main entrance up to the tramway station
“Occitanie”, blue line,
or walk up a few meters to take a the bus “navette” direction to the tramway station “SaintEloi” or “Universités”, up to the end of the line, and
2take the blue tramway (line 1), direction “Odysseum” up to stop “Comédie”.
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Detailed information and maps on public transportation in Montpellier, TaM, at:
http://www.tam-voyages.com/
There are several Taxi companies in Montpellier, here below you have 2 of them which the CIHEAMIAMM usually works with:
Taxi Blue: +33 (0) 4 67 03 20 00
Taxi Tram: +33 (0) 4 67 58 10 10
For information: average fares for a taxi from the train Saint Roch station or Montpellier downtown
(15€-25€ depending on daily or night service) / and from the Airport (about 50 €).
More detailed information on how to arrive to the CIHEAM-IAMM and plans at:
http://www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/about/access
More about Montpellier:
http://www.montpellier-tourisme.fr/
Some maps:
To help you to better locate places during the HNV-Link Final Conference, annexed you will find a
map with the relevant locations pinpointed and also available here.
Additional information
Banks and Exchanges offices: you can find ATMs and currency exchange offices anywhere in
Montpellier.
Phone call: (00) international + 33 (France) + phone number (without the “0” if dialing from outside
French devices).
Power plug and socket: 2 pins, Voltage 220-240 V
Weather forecast: At this period of the year you should find a warm winter, but Climate Change gets
weather crazy!

ACCOMMODATION & MEALS
Accommodation arrangements
Unfortunately, the CIHEAM-IAMM has no availability for that dates to host on the Campus. But there
is large range of options in Montpellier; check the website of the Tourism Office of Montpellier
website: https://www.montpellier-tourisme.fr/Preparer-Reserver/Hebergements
However, below you will find the details of the Heliohotel. This Hotel-Restaurant is close to the
CIHEAM-IAMM Campus and can be reached by 5-10 min walk (same transport and transfers facilities
as described before from downtown). In addition, participants having an early flight may be
interested in booking at the Airport’s hotel in Montpellier (details here-below)
HELIOHOTEL (if hosting there, please ask for CIHEAM-IAMM preferential fare)
Address: Rond Point AGROPOLIS 34980 Monteferrier sur Lez
T: 33 (0) 4.67.41.54.00 Fax: 33 (0) 4.67.41.54.54
Web: http//www.heliotel.com

AEROPORT HOTEL
Address: Aéroport Montpellier Méditerranée 34130 Mauguio
T: +33 (0) 4 67 200 708 - 33 (0) 4 67 200 562
Web: http://www.aeroporthotel.com
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CIHEAM-IAMM
3191 Route de Mende, 34090 Montpellier
Héliothel
Rond Point Agropolis, Route de Mende,
34980 Montferrier-sur-Lez
Aéroport Hotel
Aéroport de Montpellier, 34130 Maugio
Train Stations Montpellier
Gare Train SNCF de Montpellier - Sud de France
Gare Train SNCF de Montpellier - Saint Roch
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